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♦  Event or Real-Time based programming  
♦  512 CUES per show file 
♦  512 Events per Cue 
♦  1024 lines per cue 
♦  Maximum of 20K character per Cue 
♦  512 Variables per Cue 
♦  512 Animation files per Cue 
♦  Up to 2K Aliases per Show 
♦  1024-byte input block 
♦  1024-byte output block 
 

Programming 
Control Language or MPCL 

The Media Pro® 4000 is programmed using the Media Pro® Control Language or 
MPCL.  This language was developed by Anitech Systems and is loosely based on 
the Media Control Interface or MCI specification created by Microsoft.  It is designed 
to allow numerous devices to be controlled by a common set of verbs and tokens.  
This allows a designer to learn one syntax no matter what type of object is being con-
trolled. 
Modules in the Media Pro® Family can contain up to thirty-two (32) addressable 
ports. For instance, an IOM has two 8 bit d igital ports referenced as Port 0 and Port 1.  
The DSM has two audio ports referenced as Port 0 for the Left Port and Port 1 for the 
Right Port.  In the case of a SEM, each of the 8 serial ports are directly addressable as 
Port 0 to Port 7.  This allows multiple resources, or ports, to be identified on a mod-
ule within a given Rack and S lot location. 
 
The basic concept of MPCL is that an object,  whether it be a serial device,  solid state 
audio track, internal variable, or logical channel, it can be referenced in a common 
way.  These references always contain a Type and an Address.   A reference can be 
made either directly or indirectly by using an Alias Name.  

Standard Media Pro Control Language Featuers 

 Software 



Complete documentation is  available for downloading at our Web site or by contacting our offices . 
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Media Pro®   
Control Language or MPCL 
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Sample Screens 


